Daisy model 99 parts diagram

It all starts with. At Daisy Outdoor Products, we strive harder than the rest to ensure our
products are of the highest quality, and that includes everything from our BB guns to our safety
programs to our customer support. If you have an issue with one of our products, there are
several ways to get help. To communicate directly with us, hit Contact Us below. Getting the
right shooting equipment for your team or new shooter is important, and for new coaches it can
beâ€¦. This decision was not madeâ€¦. Read more. Add to cart. Products Browse products by
category. Rifles Shop Now. Youth Archery Shop Now. Slingshots Shop Now. Ammo Shop Now.
Pistols Shop Now. Customer Satisfaction At Daisy Outdoor Products, we strive harder than the
rest to ensure our products are of the highest quality, and that includes everything from our BB
guns to our safety programs to our customer support. Contact us. The latest news. Getting the
right shooting equipment for your team or new shooter is important, and for new coaches it can
beâ€¦ read more. This decision was not madeâ€¦ read more. Start Typing. Daisy Model 99 several variations between and Welcome, Guest. Please login or register. Did you miss your
activation email? I got these four Daisy Model 99 guns in various states of disrepair at an estate
sale yesterday. The two guns with dark stocks are signed "Model No. Rogers, Ark. The cocking
levers have different inscriptions on them and the stocks are slightly different shaped. I don't
know the years any of these guns were made but I think the dark ones are older. I was unable to
find out very much about all the differences in the Model Where could a person go to find out all
of the small changes that were made over their 20 year production? Oh, I also read about a
Model 99 Champion. I just read on the Daisy Collector site that Victor Comptometer Corporation
bought out Daisy in about and held it until when it sold to Kidd. Google Daisy museum. Send
them all that info in an email. Your questions will be answered. Good folk there. Central
Louisiana. Thanks Floyd, I know that the folks at the Daisy Museum are good helpful people. I
have used their services on several occasions but it's sort of like when I was in grade school
and I would have to ask the teacher how to spell a word. After I discovered the dictionary, I
didn't have to bother the teacher anymore. There are so many people out there who collect or
are interested in Daisy BB guns that I thought there might be reference material available on the
internet. The Daisy Museum must be getting their information from some source. Until I can get
another, quicker source of information, I'll be contacting the nice folks at the Daisy Museum.
Thanks again, Al. SMF 2. Order by:. Available to:. Has embossing for L. Bennett and also for
Plymouth. Those familiar with the history of the Daisy BB Gun will recognize both the family
name"Bennett" and the town name"Plymouth, Michigan" being prominent in the early days of
that company. Makes for some interesting contemplation. Could it be? An interesting item to
add to your BB Gun collection just in case there is a connection there. Not broken or cracked;
surface is rough from years of exposure to elements. Sold as found here in Michigan. You are
bidding on a daisy bb stock on one side it has a compass and a sundial and the original sticker
on the other side it says red ryder with a man on a horse it has a few dings and scratches but
overall nice Good luck. The scope is in good condition and appears to have had very little use.
Would make a great little scope for a BB or Pellet gun. Being sold"as is" and all sales are final.
Check out my! This sale is for the barrel only. The other housing assembly is just to show you
what age the bb gun was originally. I do not have the other parts anymore. They are gone. This
is just for the short shot tube with the bb hole resevoir cover. Maybe your dad unscrewed yours
50 years ago and left you with the rest of the gun. Now you can have it back. No cracks Vintage
Model 25 Daisy Pump Gun. Rear sight is partially missing. Operators manual is included. Near
mint. Unused condition. Original, not new. Email with questions, please. Sell USA only shipping
3. Parts gun. Daisy model 25 missing bbl tube. Stock looks really good. Doesn't cock. This new
metal barrel is in excellent shape. And it will make your Model 25 look like new. I only have 2 of
these NOS barrels left. Item ships fast after secure payment. Please view the pictures for the
best description. View the pictures. Ask any questions, check my feedback, and bid with
confidence. Please view my other vintage Daisy parts that I have or will be putting up on Ebay. I
do combine shipping. Thank you. Selling J C Higgins bb gun forearm from Plymouth cactus
carbine cracked forearm as is with screw Posted with. Selling original screws trigger and barrel
barrel has dents as is selling screws giving barrel with purchase says king Posted with. Selling
this old lever from a markham BB gun oldest pat genuine original as iS Posted with. Everything
is in good working condition including the safety on the trigger. Shipping will be 6. But in need
of some work to bring it back to its original glory. Lots of rust, but it was working fine when
disassembled. Hopefully the pictures will help you in determining its history and condition. Here
is an old wood gun stock off a model B BB gun. The varnish finish is in terrible condition and
should be redone. On the plus side there are no gouges or major imperfection in the wood.
Pictures should show condition. The metal barrel will be sold separately and I do show the
numbers so you know its origin. You will receive item that is in the picture- Take a look at
pictures before deciding to bid or Buy it now. Pictures are part of the description- All parts will

be shipped 2 or 3 day priority mail. We ship the day after payment is made. We combine
shipping on multiple items- Please wait for a invoice before paying if you purchase multiple
items. I will send you a invoice. Parts that are sold as lots may or may have all parts. Some
antique and vintage parts may require fitting to your gun. Check with your gun smith if there is a
question if these parts will fit your particular model of gun. We ship to all 50 States- Watch for
future listings on G. This is a nice wooden butt stock in very good condition from a Daisy No.
Thanks for looking. Bob 1. Click Here. Double your traffic. Nice shape with no cracks or breaks.
Payment must be received within 1 week of auction end. After 1 week. Items not paid in full or
other arrangements made will be re-listed. International customers- Please do not bid on items
listed for US Shipment only. Firearm parts are only shipped to the US. Please understand these
options can be expensive depending on the items size and weight. We will quote international
shipping E-mails: will be answered Monday to Friday am to pm est. Sales tax applies to total
item price including shipping. Combined shipping policy is typically as follows: First item or
highest shipping cost item ships at regular price. If you buy multiple items we will gladly
combine your items into one package if possible. Your invoice price will reflect the combined
shipping price. We have been in business providing our customers with excellent service and
great finds for over 30 years Our store is located in Mifflinville. We specialize in used firearms
and historical militaria and stock a wide variety of unique items. Hope you will stop in for a visit
soon. Contact Information, Feel free to contact us during our normal business hours. M-F and
on Saturdays. Call us at. Used Condition. Split washer, plastic washer, bolt, and extra base
plate. Winner has option for more at same money. Shipping will be adjusted so hold your
payment until invoiced. Normal 0 false false Smoke Free environment. And it has all the pieces.
The paint is good with no rust, the spring is strong, and the slide is smooth. The tube is tested
and works well. Please Note: Shipping insurance is included in the shipping price. We only ship
to Confirmed Paypal addresses. Please do not ask or expect that we will misrepresent anything
on customs We will not. Also you are responsible to purchase items that are in accordance with
your own customs laws. Antique and vintage nature of our items all items are being sold as is,
and there is no return policy. We do our utmost to describe all of our items as accurately as we
possibly can, and take plenty of pictures. We believe our feedback speaks for itself. So bid with
confidence. Powered by The free listing tool. List your items fast and easy and manage your
active items. In very good condition. Plastic washer, bolt, extra base plate and newer split
washer not original Last of 3 lots I had for sale. Only had two originals. This lot has an identical
more shiny one subbed in. Happy to combine shipping costs. Up for bid is Lyman RS peep sight
with what appears to be a rare. The removable bracket is marked Daisy USA. Please feel free to
eMail me with any questions that you have. I accept PayPal and do combine shipping.
International bidders are welcome. Thank you for looking and happy bidding! There are three
options available for U. Some fragile items or those of higher value may not have First Class or
Parcel Post options available. Insurance and Signature Required Delivery are both Your
package will be processed and shipped within 24 hours after your payment. NEW: FedEx
shipping is now available by request. It usually takes a week or less for a package to arrive by
this route and it may only take a few days but package tracking isn't available. So bear that in
mind! But can take anywhere from 2 to 9 days to arrive at its destination. Be sure to look over
the options when you pay via PayPal- surprisingly often, Priority Mail is actually cheaper than
Parcel Post. This is a quick and secure way to ship and may be worth a few extra cents.
Speedier overnight UPS services are available by request. So you'll have it the day after it goes
in the mail! This option only appears on some items, but is always available by request. Froo
This is the side plates and misc internal parts includes the trriger with spring and pin. The bolt
plate with spring, magazine with the springs and all the screws that holds the plates together
removed from a Crossman Power master pellet rifle. It is in good used condition. Some areas
paint is scratched no cracks on the plates seen. But Clean on inside. I think they go to a
crosman but I am not for sure, the packages all have parts numbers, ask any questions you
have. Vintage No. Be sure to add me to your! Daisy model 25 BB gun Stock. Plymouth, MI. FREE
U. BB Gun Rifle Parts purchased from an estate sale. Loading door has pin broke off one side
Shipping 5. It has never been on a gun. It is about as new old stock as you will find. If you need
more pictures please email me for them. Nice used holster. This is a brand new unused shot
tube for your Daisy Model You can fit 50 bbs inside and it is spring loaded. This will make your
new and vintage guns fire like they were new again. Rear Stock With Screws And Spring, you
get exactly what's in pictures 1 to 4, picture 5 is just showing what gun the parts are coming
from. I am parting one of these out if your looking for anything else check out my other
auctions. Any questions please ask! Take Not both of these tubes have Some Issues. The top
Tube which is the One that shows A lot less Wear is complete however the Cocking or locking
flang is there but is loose from the Spring. Needs to be re attached. Both are sold with these

condtions. Questions before bidding, Email. No sales out of USA. This listing is for an authentic
vintage or antique used replacement part from a Daisy BB gun. This is a brass cased compass
that would have been inserted in the wooden stock. It was made by US Gauge Company. Please
refer to"Condition" and photographs for more information. This vintage or antique replacement
compass for a Daisy BB gun is absolutely old and authentic and sells with no reserve. Boxed
shipping will be dependent upon your location. Please refer to the shipping calculator for this
listing. We will gladly combine multiple purchases for shipping. Whenever practical. Please view
out other listings, and email us with any questions. Are plastic wrapped, and mailed with stiff
cardboard for protection. Shipping charges include USPS tracking. But not insurance. If you
wish insurance, please contact us prior to paying invoice. International buyers please note that
your country may charge duties or other fees. We cannot be responsible for duties. Custom
fees, taxes, or other charges made by your country. We cannot be responsible for delays by
customs agents. For sale. Is this one nice vintage lot of vintage Daisy model B BB rifle parts.
Only these parts are for sale. The parts are in fair to good shape for their age, but are un-tested.
Sold AS-IS. Shipping rates are for the continental US only. Please inquire regarding shipping to
all other foreign locations. Payment is preferred via Paypal. But other methods are also
accepted. Please inquire about alternate payments. Please also check out my fathers auctions
at chrismcc. Thanks again. Vintage Daisy model 94 red ryder carbine barrel. See photos for
condition. Made with in Austin, TX. Skip to main content. Related: vintage daisy bb gun parts
daisy model 25 vintage daisy bb gun daisy bb gun parts daisy model 25 parts daisy bb gun rifle
daisy red ryder daisy model 25 bb gun parts daisy bb gun stock daisy red ryder bb gun parts
daisy bb gun barrel daisy bb gun parts. Include description. Unbranded 1 Items 1. Not Specified
1 Items 1. New 70 Items Used 26 Items Not Specified 43 Items Please provide a valid price range.
Buying Format. All Listings Accepts Offers Auction 9. Buy It Now Item Location. US Only. North
America. Delivery Options. Free International Shipping. Show only. Free Returns. Returns
Accepted. Authorized Seller. Completed Items. Sold Items. Authenticity Guarantee. More filters
Any Free International Shipping. Gallery View Customize. Buy It Now. Shipping not specified.
Almost gone. Last one. Leave feedback about your eBay search experience - opens in new
window or tab. This page was last updated: Feb Number of bids and bid amounts may be
slightly out of date. See each listing for international shipping options and costs. A history of
airguns. Daisy Model 99 Target Special. Welcome to July! I know reader RidgeRunner is
anticipating this report and perhaps others are, as well. For the readers who are awaiting the
next Diana model 23 rifle report, know that I am working on it in the background and hope to
have something for you very soon. And I learned something very important this weekend. Daisy
also sold lead shot for the Targeteer. It was obviously number 6 birdshot, and it makes perfect
sense, because it would have been far cheaper than heading steel wire to make steel shot. Just
buy the shot and repackage it. We know it works, and it probably works better than the steel
shot. The tubes of shot I bought from Ebay were all lead shot. I felt cheated until I did the
research and discovered lead was also correct. The learning never ends. The model 99 came
out in It was created by Daisy to promote youth marksmanship training, and had features
designed with that in mind. For example, it came with an adjustable rear peep sight. Peeps were
not new for Daisy, the Number 25 slide action gun had them for years, but they were
rudimentary compared to this one. Both windage and elevation adjustments are made by
loosening a screw and sliding the peep in the direction you want the shots to go. The peep disk
itself is knurled and serves as the elevation adjustment screw. The peep sight is fully
adjustable. Up front is a globe or hooded front sight that accepts inserts. The rifle came with 4
inserts that can quickly be changed by pressing in on the spring-loaded insert carrier. The front
sight accepts different inserts. Press in on the spring-loaded cutout at the top to release the
insert. These slings are made from thin olive drab web fabric and may not really serve the
purpose they were intended for â€” at least not in my opinion. They were for kids to wrap
around their off arm as a hasty sling, the way the military used to each marksmanship. I have
used a hasty sling for marksmanship and know the strain it puts on the rifle. I believe the wide
body action was first offered on the Number Defender Daisy that was made only in After the war
the wide body proliferated on a number of other models, but the slimmer Red Ryder action hung
on, too, and both are still in production today. Both the stock and forearm are made of wood
and stained dark brown. Because of the wide action, the stock is thick and robust. When the
gun is cocked, the BBs run down to a funnel at the base of the shot tube, where they are
organized in a line to enter the breech. Twist the knurled muzzle to open the magazine for
loading. This style action is very reliable in operation, but was the basis used by the Consumer
Product Safety Commission to sue Daisy in a wrongful injury case â€” on the basis of the
potential for unreliability i. When their attorney approached me for my technical opinion on the
reliability of gravity feed I sensed he wanted to use me as an expert witness , I showed him

several instances like the Gatling gun, where military firearms have used gravity feed
successfully. Daisy switched to their shot forced feed magazine in and retained it for the Model
99 through the end of production in The first Model 99 I owned years ago had the forced feed
mag and I thought from that association that I knew this model. I did not care for that BB gun.
There are three variations of the Daisy Model The one I am now examining is the first variant
and it is characterized by having gravity feed. Variant two is the one with forced feed. Variant
three was made in only, and was called the Model 99B Champion. The Model 99 was created by
Daisy as a youth marksmanship air rifle. They also created a marksmanship program for it that
is still being held, as far as I know. The Daisy BB gun championships have been held since At
one period they were called international championships, but today the title is national. Because
of its marksmanship features, most particularly the sights, the 99 was well-suited to
competition, but the moment there was a championship, clever coaches started looking for an
edge for their teams. Since the trigger was already good they concentrated on accuracy. By
swapping shot tubes until they found one that was accurate, coaches gave their team members
a decided advantage. He was testing each tube to see if it was good. That eventually got
recognized by Daisy, but it took 20 years. In Daisy brought out their Target Special that was a
thousand-shot air rifle with gravity feed. The metal is finished with a tough electrostatic paint
that on the test rifle remains on over 98 percent of the area. And speaking of the coking lever, I
found something extremely interesting on this air rifle â€” a second place to oil. Everyone
should know the importance of oil to a BB gun. When they get dry they lose all power and the
BB barely comes out. Oil the plunger what a spring-gunner would call the piston and the power
is restored. But I found a second place to oil. It looks like they want you to oil the rear of the
plunger assembly, because that is what is inside the gun at the spot indicated. The traditional
oil hole is on top of the spring tube. This is for the plunger seal piston seal. A second place to
oil the air rifle. This was the forerunner of the that I have tested for you many times and as such
it bears a word. Why go to the if the 99 worked? The trigger on the test rifle is one of the nicest
Bb gun triggers I have ever tested. The aluminum blade is straight and the single-stage pull is
light and smooth. The feels heavy and gritty in comparison. Oh, coaches around the nation have
learned how to make the trigger better, and given the liability issues of the day I suppose it is as
good a trigger as we can expect, but I must say that the 99 trigger on my new test rifle is a thing
of beauty. The trigger blade is straight, which you want on a target rifle. I bought this BB gun
because the price was right and it is a scarce first variation of an iconic air rifle line. I never
anticipated like it as much as I do now. All I can say is I sure hope this one turns out to be
accurate! A very nice history lesson on the precursors to the It is interesting that the trigger is
better on this one, compared to the Now you know why I rave about mine! I am afraid any other
bb gun would have to be exceptional for me to even consider it. The trigger on mine is
phenomenal. The cocking is light, quick and smooth. I am thinking of a recoil slip on so as to
lengthen the pull. I do wish I had some other sight inserts for it. Are they still available from
Daisy? Good luck on finding a slip on for added LOP. I would like one for the The LimbSaver
brand is awesome and very grippy and pliable, but even the small is too large. I was kind of
afraid of that. I will do some measuring before I buy one. The stock is thicker on the Serious
consideration is being given to an overhaul that would include refinishing of all metal parts and
walnut stocks. A longer shoulder stock just may happen. Just refinishing the rosewood FT
stock for my TX â€” that has some really nice grain on it. I too hate the shiny stuff. A nice hand
rubbed oil finish is my preference. The walnut stock on my Tomahawk does not have much
figure, but the finish is nice. Having been a hunter most of my life, shiny is just not where I want
to go. These old, pre Daisy target BB guns have interested me for years, so I am eager to read
your future installments on this one. The trigger looks unlike any other Daisy BB trigger I can
recall. Also, the front sight tube is pretty rough-looking inside, but hey, if it does the job. Are
inserts still readily available? Considering that steel BBs are not likely to be deformed in the
magazine and they are held in position with a magnet, would there be any technical reason that
the could be magazine fed? That tight barrel is the reason for muzzle loading. Did you know that
Harry Pope built his breechloaders to have their bullets muzzle loaded? It was for a different
reason, but they were called muzzle loading breechloaders. That said, I suppose a magazine
would be possible. But target arms are typically single shot so I guess Daisy never saw the
need. Thanks for the feed-back! Yes, target arms are typically single shot and I am good with
the reasons for that. Had a Model 25 for a short time, liked the action but was disappointed in
the power and accuracy relative to my Slavia so I sold it. Hank Another reason I asked if the
barrel would fit in the Is that maybe someone has a nice 99 but the barrel is messed up. So the
gun is unoperable. Then put a barrel and you got a nice old 99 to shoot. Without looking
again,â€¦ I am sure that the barrel has come into play more than once. Custom made parts and
barrel turning and all of that good stuff! The question shot be â€” can the barrel me made to fit

intoâ€¦ The answer would be yes, because people are so clever. At least I think it is. But what I
mean is. Could a barrel go in a 99? I remembered that distinctly when I first saw that term, used
by you, that I thought it quite odd. At any rate,â€¦. I thought that you might be interested in that
the term is still being bantered about. I know that I was. I have a much newer version. It reminds
me of cub scout camp where I could get away with shooting B. Gunfun1, the shot tube is not
going to work in a 99, at least not as a plug and play swap. The abutments are totally different
and even the barrel portion if the shot tubes are different lengths and different ODs, making it
harder yet to use the barrel. It should have the lever that has three stars and scrollwork- the
nicest Daisy lever design in my humble opinion. The shot tube is the same as the Model I have
both, but just the one shot tube. You must be logged in to post a comment. Powered by
WordPress. Peep sight Peeps were not new for Daisy, the Number 25 slide action gun had them
for years, but they were rudimentary compared to this one. Front sight Up front is a globe or
hooded front sight that accepts inserts. Stock and forearm Both the stock and forearm are made
of wood and stained dark brown. Forced-feed magazine Daisy switched to their shot forced feed
magazine in and retained it for the Model 99 through the end of production in Three variations of
the Model 99 There are three variations of the Daisy Model Daisy In Daisy brought out their
Target Special that was a thousand-shot air rifle with gravity feed. Summary I bought this BB
gun because the price was right and it is a scarce first variation of an iconic air rifle line. Log in
to Reply. Good Day to you and to all,â€¦ Chris. BB, LOL! Chris, I was kind of afraid of that. Hank,
Serious consideration is being given to an overhaul that would include refinishing of all metal
parts and walnut stocks. RR, Walnut is nice â€” I like walnut with a natural finish. Hank, I too
hate the shiny stuff. RR, I think the inserts are the same ones the uses, so they should still; be
available. BB, That is what I am thinking. I will contact Daisy and find out. Michael, I think the
inserts are the same as the sight. RR is checking with Daisy. Question about feed mechanisms
and accuracy on the BB gunsâ€¦ The billed as the most accurate BB gun and it is a single shot
muzzle loader. Just seems that muzzle loading is a little inconvenient. Welcome to Julyâ€¦
Happy Monday!! Hank, That tight barrel is the reason for muzzle loading. Will research the
muzzle loading breechloaders. Looking forward to your blog on them! The link is from Cobalt,
which used to post here. Thanks for the link Chris â€” bookmarked it! BB So will a barrel fit in
the older guns like you have? GF1, The question shot be â€” can the barrel me made to fit
intoâ€¦ The answer would be yes, because people are so clever. BB Your happy with the Then
better accuracy could be had with the older gun. BB Ok I was hoping the barrel would be drop
in. Oh well so much for easy. As it goes. Leave a Reply Cancel reply You must be logged in to
post a comment. Model 99 restoration. Welcome, Guest. Please login or register. Did you miss
your activation email? Got out my Great Grandfather's Model 99 's and my Dad's model 99 's
this past week. Put some pellgun oil in the 's one and it shoots! I believe it needs a new plunger
and definitely a front sight insert. My father's gun, on the other hand, needs several parts to
function however, the plunger seal is probably fine. A new magazine spring and that metal piece
that pushes the bb's up to the shot tube. Any ideas as to where I can get parts for these guns?
Or fabricating them myself a my only option? Austin, Texas. Slavia Sharp Shooter Posts: The
Daisy model 99 and the model 25 use the same shot tube I have both. Widening your search to
include both models might work. There are some options on ebay right now. The term "shot
tube" refers to the entire assembly - barrel, magazine, spring, follower, etc. Waseca, Minnesota.
I'm gonna try looking for model 25 parts, sounds like the easiest way to get parts. I'm not a big
fan of cannibalizing other guns, but if I have to I have to. Are the front sight inserts on the model
99 compatible with the ones on the Avanti ? I don't have a to compare, but they are the same as
the Daisy Avanti Good deal, Slavia. I think I can get ahold of some of those inserts. Well, I
disassembled the gun tonight. The plunger seal is a little warped, but the felt? I'm wondering if
the spring might be a little fatigued as well. It's got a few bunched up coils, I don't know if that's
normal or not. I would think the gun would at least knock over a small soup can at 15ft if
everything was operating at full chat. Other than close to 60 years of dirt and grime and a few
flecks of metal , everything else seems to be in decent shape. I really admire the simplicity of
this gun. I'm not really versed in the Daisy lore, but would the Model 99 happen to share more
parts with the Model 25? Say a plunger seal or mainspring? I can't say for sure, but from a
manufacturing standpoint it would make sense. The powerplant internals have the same form
and function, but I can't attest to them having the same size. The 99's trigger group is way
different. Maybe give Daisy a call, and then wade through the zillions of offerings on ebay
search "Daisy Model 25" or "Daisy Model 99" or "Daisy parts". It is an elegantly simple design at least after you get inside. I employed the normal "I don't need no stinking instructions"
approach, and it took a while to figure out that I had to reach around the trigger group with the
forked tool to compress the spring. Once inside it was "duh - why didn't I see that? I did some
more research and apparently the Daisy Buck has the same plunger as the I think the springs

are different though. I'm not a betting man, but I was able to remove the spring with a ground
down screwdriver, makes me think I should find a new mainspring. That trigger, man oh man,
that thing is nice. I don't know if it's just worn in that way, but it seems almost like a 2 stage. I
sent daisy an email last week, i'm gonna try calling today if I have time, might be tomorrow
before I can get to it. Worst case scenario i'll have to figure out the coils and wire diameter and
have one made by JM. Even then, that shouldn't be too bad. The spring isn't very hefty, and I
was able to compress it by pushing the rod ends with a block of wood. Nowhere near the
pressure on a springer pellet gun. But then, all the 99 ever had to do was punch paper at 5m,
not bring down cape buffalo. They still carry the shot tubes, but everything else was sold to
other repair shops. Ordering a new shot tube for my dad's gun soon. I'll also have to find some
new sight pieces as well, but that will come later. Pulled apart the mainspring and plunger
assembly and cleaned it all up. The plunger came apart when removing. The mainspring looked
to me like it had been stored cocked for quite a long time at some point, so I stretched it out by
hand as best I could, i'll hopefully be able get ARH to make a new one eventually. Lubed the
spring guide with some ARH clear tar i'm working with what I have on hand , hopefully that
wasn't the wrong thing to do. Will post more pictures tonight. The trigger group is by far the
most worn that I have ever seen, which also means that it's super smooth lol. I'm thinking that I
might work some moly onto the spring guide instead of the clear tar as the guide actually slides
through the spring That i'd unless someone else knows better? The barrel seal and plunger
head for the new production Model 25 fits the "wide frame" Daisys 88, 90, 95, 96, 98, 99, etc. All
are available directly from Daisy. A kinked spring will cost you velocity if the spring is dragging
on the plunger tube. Stretching the spring back into a semblance of straightness isn't going to
help- once it's distorted, it's life is effectively over. So damping them by adding tar only make
the gun shoot slower. Good news is you can use a current production Daisy spring. Be sure to
use the new pin that has the flats if you use the new air tube. For lube, use a light application of
oil. Reuse your felt wiper if it good- the new wipers are a cheap open cell foam. Much of this and
a lot more, from modifying the Daisy BB guns for more velocity to current parts lists and
diagrams, etc. Good luck! GA, USA. Thank you, mark! This will be done asap. I put things on the
back burner for a while, but I think i'll take your advice. SMF 2. Logged casco, wi. USA '87 Diana
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